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DAVID DERNIE DEMONSTRATION 31 JANUARY by Kerry Snell
Dave gave us a run down on the theme for the term “Japanese Culture”. It was important to distinguish that it
was Japanese as opposed to Chinese or another Asian group.
The main part of the night was Dave demonstrating how he made his end of term square pieces.
It is helpful to see Dave’s pieces in the last newsletter to get some sort of idea what I am talking about and
then you still maybe struggling.
Firstly Dave showed us how he made his emerging bowl. Cut a rectangular piece of wood along it’s length at a
10 degree angle. You can either turn the bowl or the hole in the piece of wood first and then fit one to the other.
The trick is to cover the unfinished piece with chalk and fit it into the finished piece. The chalk highlights the
area that still need to be removed and this is best done with a scraper. It will take many goes to make a good
fit. Once fitted unscrew and unglue the block from the plywood face plate. Dave used hotmelt glue which he
softens up with meths. He squared up the base with the 10 degree angle on the bandsaw by cutting the 3 remaining sides. Finally the bowl needs to be glued into the base.
The second part of the Demo was to mount a square piece of wood on an angle to the outside of a small bowl.
This was done with another jig (a square block of wood) cut through on a 20 degree angle or angle of your
choosing. The square of wood is glued, screwed and mounted between the cut in the jig. The internal of the jig
has been cut out to fit the bowl or slightly larger. Use the chalk trick to get the fit right. As with the other piece
this will take many tries to get right. Dave used the scraper again to finish the cut.
The final part of the Demo was to do with sanding. Dave finished the square pieces by hand using sheet sandpaper adhered with Ados “On an Off” spray adhesive to a flat surface. The order of sanding was chamfered
edges, then edges and then the face/s last.
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KERRY SNELL DEMONSTRATION 07 FEBRUARY by Pepi Waite

-

SHOW AND TELL
Adrian Stelel

Timothy Probett

Eddie Stephens

Shaun Blunden
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TERRY SCOTT DEMONSTRATION 14 FEBRUARY by Alan Cox
-

-
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RAY SCOTT DEMONSTRATION 21 FEBRUARY
They say a Picture speaks a 1000 words so here goes from the Segment Turning Maestro….

Well done Ray and thank you for a very interesting demonstration!
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MICHAEL BERNARD DEMONSTRATION 28 FEBRUARY by Alan Cox
–
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DAVID BROWNE DEMONSTRATION 14 MARCH by Ian Outshoorn
David has been very busy preparing for this Demo. He started by showing us the Sake bowl, which is a fermented rice wine.
David described the various rules around the Sake ceremony, including the order in which you can drink.
Turns out that the different varieties are drunk at different temperatures which is interesting.
David had turned a sake bowl and cup set. There are many different sizes of cups that you can use.
The Japanese have a very ceremonial approach to drinking Sake right down to the various pouring techniques
that David very ably demonstrated.
Next David chucked up a piece of Kauri and proceed to turn a cup, great to see him using the faceshield. He
turns pairs between centres so they match.
After turning the outside he parts off the first cup.
Hollowing can be done in three ways: a cup tool, a ring tool and the Rolly Munro tool.
Hollow the first 15 and then finish it before going deeper. Because Fishy wasn't present David could use a little
negative rake scraper to clean up the bottom of the cup.
He then reversed the cup onto the chuck and finished off the bottom.
He finished of by applying Guilders paste straight onto the bare wood.
From the start it was obvious that David had done a lot of prep for this Demo and we all enjoyed it.
Thank you David
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DAVID ANDERSON DEMONSTRATION 21 MARCH
-

–

-

–

-
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PEPI WAITE DEMONSTRATION 28 MARCH

Thanks Pepi for showing us how to
make Martial arts training knifes using
offset turning.
These principles can be used in many
different facets of woodturning .
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IAN OUTSHOORN DEMONSTRATION 04 APRIL
Another very interesting demonstration by Ian Outshoorn utilising a router on the lathe to give an 8 sided Japanese featured Lidded Box. Something for us all to have a go with!

A VERY SPECIAL THANK
YOU NEEDS TO GO TO….
DAVID DERNIE.
DOUG CRESSWELL

IAN OUTSHOORN
FOR CREATING THE
NEW FANTASTIC SIGNAGE,
TELEVISIONS & LIGHTING
WHICH HAVE ENHANCED
THE DEMONSTRATION
EXPERIENCE
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GLENN LUCAS INTERNATIONAL DEMONSTRATOR 10 APRIL by Trefor Roberts
I hope everyone enjoyed the Glenn Lucas Demonstration day as much as I did, and gained some improved
knowledge about different techniques and approaches to woodturning.
It was great to hear Glenn talk about his own journey and development of skills which he is now sharing with
fellow woodturners. From the Dublin Viking thin walled bowl, square edged bowl, to the traditional Irish Platter
he kept the audience enthralled in the whole event.
A bonus was the fantastic morning, lunch and afternoon tea provided by Julie and Diane and sponsered by
Leader. A big thank you must go to the Natiional Association of Woodworkers Inc, particularly Dick Veitch for
giving the North Shore Woodturning Guild this opportunity.

I hope there will be many more similar events in the future…. as this one was a real treat!!!

TERM 2 PROGRAMME TERM PROJECT MECHANICAL
TUES 02 MAY PEPI WAITE
SAT 6 MAY

PEPI WAITE RESIN INLAY BOWL COURSE PT 1

TUE 9 MAY

DAVID DERNIE DEMONSTRATION

SAT 13 MAY

PEPI WAITE RESIN INLAY BOWL COURSE PT 2

TUES 16 MAY

ADRIAN STEEL DEMONSTRATION

TUES 23 MAY

DAVID BROWNE DEMONSTRATION

TUES 30 MAY

LEE RIDING DEMONSTRATION

TUES 06 JUN LES WHITTY DEMONSTRATION
TUES 13 JUN

DAVID DERNIE DEMONSTRATION

TUES 20 JUN PROJECT NIGHT
TUES 27 JUN

PEPI WAITE DEMONSTRATION

TUES 04 JUL

END OF TERM SOCIAL NIGHT

NEED HELP??
President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

Terry Denvers
Doug Cresswell
Eddie Stephens
John Green

WHEN ARE WE OPEN?
480 6466
410 7866
0272 422117
09 4169272

Committee

David Browne, Diane James,
Lee Riding, Gavin Frances,
Les Whitty, Trefor Roberts
Programme
David Dernie, Trefor Roberts
Evening Classes Lee Riding
Library
Kevin Hodder
Refreshments
Pepi Waite
Raffle
John & Mary Green
Machinery
Bruce Withers, Terry Denvers
Webmaster
Kris Mackintosh

Monday Club
Guild open from 9.00am
Tuesday Club Night
incl Demonstrations as per
the programme above

The following members are available to help new
members or anyone having woodturning problems:
Lee Riding 479 4874,
Trefor Roberts 475 9307
David Browne 410 9071 Ian Outshoorn 443 1066
Kevin Hodder 478 8646 Pierre Bonny 479 4031

WE’RE ON THE WEB WWW.WOOD.ORG.NZ

What’s happening
around the country?
VISIT
WWW.NAW.ORG.NZ

